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Abstract: 

The rise of contemporary materialism in the last decade of the nineteenth 

century, which is connected to wealth and happiness, could maintained by hard 

work, it became a sign of the crisis on modern human spirituality. Values and 

morals of modern life are destroyed by materialism. As a result, it appears that 

the general public is in a panic, has lost control of their lives, and has lost their 

sense of direction and purpose. Charm, self-satisfaction, unhealthy competition, 

greed, arrogance, sadism, and violence are already popped up in our culture. 

American folks lost sight of what true joy was, and greed ruined their humanity. 

Modern society has a desperate need for spirituality to heal itself. To reach so, 

Man needs to rely less on rationality and materialism that causes 

dehumanization Accordingly, and give more concern to the human spirit to fill 

the spiritual emptiness that man is in need to.   
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  لخص:الم

َّ ٌ َشٕءَّانًادٌتَّانًعاصسةَّفًَّانعقدَّاألخٍسَّيٍَّانقسٌَّانخاسعَّعشس،َّانخًَّازحبطجَّبانثسٔةَّٔانسعادة،ًٌَّٔكٍَّانذفاظَّعهٍٓاََّّإ

 .بانعًمَّانجاد،َّأصبذجَّسًتَّألشيتَّانسٔداٍَتَّانبشسٌتَّانًعاصسة

 .ٔديسثَّقٍىَّٔأخالقٍاثَّانذٍاةَّانذدٌثتَّبانًبادئَّانًادٌت

 .دانتَّانرعس،َّفقدَّفقدٔاَّانسٍطسةَّعهىَّدٍاحٓىَّٔفقداٌَّاالدساسَّباالحجاَِّانغسضبانُخٍجت،ٌَّبدَّٔأٌَّعايتَّانُاسٌَّعٍشٕاَّ

َّٔانعُف.َّ َّٔانسادٌت، َّٔانغطسست، َّٔانجشع، َّانسهًٍت، َّغٍس َّٔانًُافست َّانُفس، َّعٍ َّٔانسضا َّانًفاحٍ، َّثقافخُا َّفً ٔبسشث

َّٔانًجخًع َّاَساٍَخٓى. َّانجشع َّٔديس َّانذقٍقٍت، َّانًخعت َّيعسفت َّفً َّانبصٍسة َّفقدٔا َّياستََّّفاأليسٌكٌٍٕ َّداجت َّندٌّ انًخًدٌ

نهسٔداٍَتَّنٍصهخَّذاحّ.َّٔنهٕصٕلَّإنىَّذنك،ٌَّذخاجَّاإلَساٌَّانسكٌَّٕقهٍالَّإنىَّانعقالٍَتَّٔانًادٌتَّانهخٍٍَّحجسداٌَّاإلَساٌَّيٍَّ

َّ.إَساٍَخّ.َّٔعهىَّٔفقَّذنك،َّأنًَّانقدزَّانكبٍسَّيٍَّاالْخًاوَّنهسٔحَّانبشسٌتَّنًمءَّانفساغَّانسٔدًَّانريٌَّذخاجَّّاإلَساٌ

ًَّفخادٍت:َّ)انسٔداٍَاثَّ،َّانخجسدَّيٍَّاإلَساٍَتَّ،َّانذداثت(.انكهًاثَّان
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Introduction: 

Since the appearance of Modernism and words like, rationalism, progress, 

and secularism became attached to it. (Carroll, p.365) The development of 

science and technology lead to a speedy change in social life that cast human 

spirit and soul away.  Modern Man is no more depending on nature and 

traditions that leads to chaos due to the lack of morals and values. 

Consequently, that lack causes empty meaningless life. Man is in need for 

spiritual awareness to re give meaning to their desperate life.  

Spiritual awakening is the quality of being concerned with the human 

spirit and embrace our familial relations that can heal our aching souls. (EI 

Fakahany, p.10) Awakening is never easy to achieve, yet good writers can 

inspire and give birth to values and morals for words really matter and can 

change. Thornton Wilder (1897-1975) , tries in his writings in general and in his 

play Our Town (1938), shows the importance of life‘s values of family and 

marriage to arouse spirituality. He deals with the importance of human life to 

enjoy and thank God for what you have. Man‘s major misery is in his mourning 

his happy past and neglecting the importance what he has in his present time, 

besides indulging in materialistic and the physical world that makes life seems 

so short. (Dwaini, p.53)  

Wilder got inspired by Dante‘s Purgatorio and Gertrude Stein‘s The 

Making of Americans then he composed a play entitled ―Our Town‖. (Ibid, p. 

54) The play ―Our Town‖, emphasis the idea of enjoying and cherishing the 

present moments, simply because life is short to waist it on being miserable and 

not enjoying family gatherings and happiness that is not based on materialism. 

As the Stage Manager, who plays the role of the narrator, says in his 

monologue: ―We all know that something is eternal. And it ain‘t houses and it 

ain‘t names, and it ain‘t earth, and it ain‘t even the stars . . . everybody knows in 
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their bones that something is eternal, and that something has to do with human 

beings.‖ (Our Town , ch. 3. P.284) 

Many started to seek in modern age for happiness and connect it with money, 

the more money you have they happier you will be. Materialism can influence 

life positively and negatively. The United States of America was founded on a 

dream of an Eden on earth. People had unlimited goals and positive 

expectations such as economic opportunities, political choice and depending on 

secularity away from spirituality in the New World, J.T. Adams wrote of: 

                         That dream of a land in which life should be better and  

                         Richer and fuller for everyman, with opportunity for each 

                         According to his ability or achievement…It is not a dream 

                         Of motor cars and high wages merely, but a dream of a  

                         Social order in which each man and each woman shall be 

                         Able to attain to the fullest stature of which they are innately 

                         Capable, and be recognized by others for what they are,  

                         Regardless of the fortuitous circumstances of birth or postion. 

                                                                                                              (p. 404) 

The United States of America has undergone tremendous changes over its 

history. As a result, people developed a fixation on the concepts of 

achievement, ambition, and consumption. (Cullen, p.7) In America, there were 

chances for everyone. The American dream would be realized for those who put 

in the effort to build something bigger and better; those who failed to realize 

their aspirations were either guilty of making insufficient effort or having 

character faults. (Ibid., p.5). 

 The modern American author had grown tired of the romantic idea of 

America. Even if democracy remained the cornerstone of the American way of 

life, the American author was ignorant that it represented a higher value in 

American culture. Democracy has a flaw that gradually came to light and made 

it simple to lose its social and economic foundations. With the start of the 
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Industrial Revolution, the work ethic, which the American Dream of success 

had been based on longer, proved to be advantageous. (Levitsky, p. 75) As a 

result, a feeling of disillusionment penetrated the American spirit of democracy 

and the American individual felt that he was cheated by the so called ideals of 

the ‗American Dream‘. 

With the outbreak of World War 1 in 1914, which brought about a great deal of 

instability and a loss of spiritual and social security, that environment of 

uncertainty and pessimism became strong. The catastrophic collapse of values, 

loss of self-identity, and careless pursuit of wealth and pleasure defined the 

post-war age. In place of pleasant expectations, the United States of America 

was changed into a violent, irrational world where ugliness, filth, confusion, and 

irrationality were the norm. (Hoffman, p. 76). 

 The American small town was considered a pastoral paradise released 

from complications and despair. It was a place where sweet and sincere 

innocent lived in the best atmosphere where human nature could bloom calmly 

and happily. Moreover, that small town was adored as the perfect model for a 

successful American community. The family was the most important part of its 

society where blessed ties were highly valued and sincerely respected. That 

dream was a mere illusive reality. Changes threatened to destroy the small 

towns‘ with the coming of the twentieth century development. A period of 

increased industrialization and growth of cities led to a rise in city population 

and negative attitudes towards the simple town lifestyles. 

As an American playwright & novelist, Thornton Wilder, witnessed in his 

early life, the importance of building solid familial, social relationships and 

enjoying the moment. Wilder in his essay ―Some Thoughts on Playwriting‖ 

(1941), believes that drama is important in its ability to address the group mind 

and can forward its message towards a very broad audience (Cole, p.106). 
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Accordingly, he used his unique talent for writing Our Town play, which he 

managed to highlight in it the human experience. Our Town was the first of 

Wilder‘s plays to win the Pulitzer Prize, in 1938, his innovation lays in his 

desire to escape placing the real carefully prepared scenery and supports by a 

bare stage with changeable light effects, undoing the unities of time and place, 

and a lot of pantomime gestured by the actor within the performance (Dwaini, 

p. 53). Wilder believed that ―the eye is the enemy of the ear in real 

drama‖(Feinsod, p.195.) He replaced, in Our Town, realism and naturalism by 

symbolism and expressionism (Thrall, p.397) 

The importance of a warm family is actually an image Thornton Wilder 

desires and knows its importance since he himself had a difficult childhood. 

Family separation in his early childhood really made Wilder so independent and 

sensitive, which really affected and influenced his writings later on (Saleh, 

p.60). In Our Town, Wilder tried to show the meaning of love when he used the 

character Emily who died and came back as a spirit. She comes back to look 

back at her life, and how people including her, cannot see the beauty of it only 

too late: Emily says ―Oh, earth, you're too wonderful for anybody to realize you. 

Do any human beings ever realize life while they live it -- every, every 

minute?‖ (Our Town, p. 91) 

 Wilder beautifully introduces in Our Town a universal human reality. 

People‘s time on earth is passing speedily and silently and they should come 

into a realization that life is a unique treasure. People should be conscious of 

life‘s real value, and appreciate it. Wilder states in his OUR TOWN: HUNGRY 

HEARTS TOUR that:  

                   Our Town is not offered as a picture of life in a New Hampshire 

                    Village; or as a speculation about the conditions of life after death 

                     …it is an attempt to find a value above all price for the smallest  

events,  In our daily life. (Hungry Hearts) 
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Wilder chooses three stages of time compared together and presented in three 

acts: ―Daily life‖, ―Love and Marriage‖, and ―Death‖. Actually, it is a trilogy 

which binds people together. The play is a compressed and interwoven progress 

of time through the journey of life. 

The audience, who arrive at the theatre, begin to see a bare and empty 

stage, except for some chairs, ladders, and tables that represent the homes of the 

Gibbs and the Webbs. The Stage Manager says a very ordinary speech 

describing in a way to make audience feel that the town is just another spot in 

the universe. He says: 

                     This play is called Our Town. It was written by Thornton Wilder 

                     …The name of the town is Grover‘s Corners, New Hampshire.. 

                      The First Act shows a day in our town. The day is 7 May 1901. 

                      The time is just before dawn. 

                                                                                       (Our Town, 1, p. 21) 

Then the stage manager begins accurately to describe the town. He says that the 

town has churches, schools, grocery stores, and many other buildings. He 

indicates that the town is on its way to be modernized with the first automobile. 

As Emily tells mother Gibbs:  “Mother Gibbs, we have a Ford, too. Never gives 

any trouble. I don‘t drive, though‖. (Our Town, III. p. 125) 

 The town‘s residents are simple, honourable, and nice people. They live a 

peaceful and happy life. The sense of reminiscence takes over the whole stage. 

The play‘s events open with the birth of twins. The stage manager predicts the 

future death of the characters after demonstrating the hopeful birth in the town; 

he comments: 

                 So – another day‘s begun. There‘s Doc Gibbs comin‘ down Main   

                 Street now, comin‘ back from that baby case‖ because ―just some  

                Twin born over in Polish Town‖…‖ Doc Gibbs died in 1930‖, and  

                 ― Mrs. Gibbs died first – long time ago‖.  

                                                                         (Our Town, 1. pp. 23-24) 
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It was a daily life‘s activities and necessities of a typical small town begin as the 

sun shines over Grover‘s Corners. The stage Manager describes the ordinary life 

of them by describing it: 

And there's Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Webb come down to make 

breakfast, just as though it were an ordinary day. I don't have to 

point out to the women in my audience that those ladies they 

see before them, both of those ladies cooked three meals a 

day—one of 'em for twenty years, the other for forty—and no 

summer vacation. They brought up two children apiece, 

washed, cleaned the house,—and never a nervous breakdown. 

It's like what one of those Middle West poets said: You've got 

to love life to have life, and you've got to have life to love life.. 

.. It's what they call a vicious circle.  (Our Town, II, p.31) 

 

In every morning families get up preparing for a new day. Wilder in his 

epigraph criticizes how war makes millions of young people lose their belief 

and interest in their lives, motivations and works. The stage manager says:  

Want to tell you something about that boy Joe Crowell 

there. Joe was awful bright…graduated from high school 

here, head of his class. So he got a scholarship to 

Massachusetts Tech. Graduated head of his class there, 

too. It was all wrote up in the Boston paper at the time. 

Goin' to be a great engineer, Joe was. But the war broke 

out and he died in France. All that education for nothing. 

(Our Town, I. p.4 ) 

Their souls were ruined by the anxiety of death. War dimmed their prospects 

and ruined their faith on the future. The political unrest at home and family 

leads to psychological collapse.  
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Gibbs is a successful doctor who assistances sick people to heal their 

illnesses, while Mr. Webb Dr. is a famous editor who publishes newspaper 

twice a week in the Grover‘s Corners Sentinel. Their homes are full of love, 

warmth, and parental care. The husband – wife and parent-child relationships 

are blessed. Both families plant the seeds of good manners and values in their 

children. Mrs Webb, advices her children one morning:   

Children! Now I won't have it. Breakfast is just as good as any 

other meal and I won't have you gobbling like wolves. It'll stunt 

your growth. That's a fact. Put away your book,… You know the 

rule's well as I do No books at table. As for me, I'd rather have 

my children healthy than bright.  (Our Town, I, p. 8) 

Wilder hints behind introducing such daily routines, he sets a powerful call for 

people to appreciate life and chase their dreams. Life is short. It is like a flower 

whose beauty withers as time passes. Mrs. Gibbs tells Mrs. Webb that it has 

been the dream of her life to have an amazing trip with her family to Paris. Still, 

she complains that her husband does not approve it. His only great trip is when 

he visits the battlefields of the Civil War every two years. She says: 

     Only it seems to me that once in your life before you die you ought 

              To see a country where they don‘t talk in English and don‘t even 

want to.  (Our Town, 1, p. 32) 

                                                                                                           

Yet life changes, modernity changed life style, materialism takes place 

human relations, and new terms popped up this town, under such 

inappropriate circumstances became rather disconnected and vulnerable to 

the fatal downfall. Mr. Webb is asked interesting questions that storm out 

the theatre:  

             BELLIGERENT MAN: Is there no one in town aware of social  

injustice and industrial inequality? 
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MR. WEBB: Oh, yes, everybody is somethin‘ terrible, 

seems like they spend most of their time talking about 

who‘s rich and who‘s poor. 

   

BELLINGERNT MAN: Then why don‘t they do something 

about it?      

 

                                                                            (Our Town, I. p.235)          

In fact, Wilder wants people to be alert that life became intolerable because of 

the social injustice and poverty. Yet, the questioner removes without hearing the 

answer. He wants his voice to be heard and to suggest that nothing can be done 

to solve such destructive problems. Wilder knew that the realities of the modern 

life have oppressed man and deprived him of all his rights. 

The action of the play begins in 1901 and ends in 1913, before World War I and 

II which caused collapse of the American family. The stage manager indicates 

that the town is released the most recent industrial effects, yet people begin to 

immigrate to the city to work in factories. Dr. Gibbs says: ―Some people ain‘t 

made for small- town life‖ (Our Town, 1, p. 45). He predicts that with the 

passage of time people would change. 

 Act two takes place three years later, on George and Emily‘s wedding 

day. Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Webb enter their kitchen and begin their day as in the 

first act. The stage Manager assures the audience that the two housewives are 

warm-hearted and good mothers. They are representatives of all mothers who 

work hard to endure their families together. They love their houses and take 

care of their children and husbands perfectly. The stage manager says: 

                …..Both of those ladies cooked three meals a day- one of ‗em  

               For twenty years, the other for forty – and no summer vacation. 

               They brought up two children a piece, washed, cleaned the house 

               And never a nervous breakdown. 

                                                                                  (Our Town, II, p.51) 
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In fact, Wilder wants to say that marriage is the first cornerstone of any 

society which brings stability and meaning to human relationships. He criticizes 

the heavy strains of modern life which destroys such sacred unity. The people of 

Grover‘s Corners consider marriage as one of the highest priorities; a social 

institution of great public value and concern. Marriage is part of their natural 

life and they stay together till death ―Almost everybody in the world gets 

married, - you know what I mean? In our town there aren‘t hardly any 

exceptions. Most everybody in the world climbs into their graves married. (Our 

Town, II. P.11) George and Emily get married because they believe that they are 

meant to love each other. Wilder tries to say that people‘s goals and visions may 

change when there is love.  

The stage manager appears again and proclaims that nine years have gone by 

the Grover‘s Corners. It is now the summer of 1913. He says that slow changes 

have occurred in Grover‘s Corners. Mrs. Gibbs used to live in a place where 

doors never get locked, but now ―Mrs. Fairchild always locks her front door 

every night; all those people up that part of town do‖. (Our Town, I. p.408). 

These changes have gradually brought modernity into town. Instead of horses 

people come to town by cars. People in Grover‘s Corners started to lock their 

doors at night because they have heard of burglars, though they have not seen 

any in the town yet.   

Act three takes place in a cemetery, situated on a windy and quiet hilltop 

overlooking Grover‘s Corners. The stage manager states some facts about the 

cemetery, the tombstones date back to 1670, 1680. He refers to the old graves 

from the rebellion and the Civil war soldiers. The journey here becomes 

metaphysical where one can see the actual meaning of life between the living 

and the dead. Death is a shared experience in Grover‘s Corners:  
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Yes, an awful lot of sorrow has sort of quieted down up 

here. People just wild with grief have brought their relatives 

up to this hill. We all know how it is…and then time…and 

sunny days…and rainy days…‘n snow…We‘re all glad 

they‘re in a beautiful place and we‘re coming up here 

ourselves when our fit‘s over. (Our Town, III. Pp.23-4) 

Wilder here gives meaning to death by giving life a different taste. The 

philosophy of life is attached to the secular existence, yet death completes the 

meaning of life and gives a rich meaning to appreciate life.   

Sam Graig, Emily Webb‘s cousin, is the only person who has not settled 

down in Grover‘s Corners but comes back to the town to attend Emily‘s funeral. 

Emily has died while giving birth to her second child. The new born child 

reveals Wilder‘s attempt to show that life goes on as it never ends when a loved 

person dies. During the singing process, Emily appears from among the black 

umbrellas in the cemetery, wearing a white dress and her hair is tied by a white 

ribbon lie a little girl. She slowly joins the dead. Emily gazes at the mourners 

for a moment, and then she sits down in an empty chair next to Mrs. Gibbs. She 

quietly greets the dead. She feels nervous as being new among the dead. She 

wishes to reach the calmness of the long dead. Emily begins to tell Mrs. Gibbs 

about her life with George. She says that they have a lovely farm and a Ford 

Car, and suddenly says: ―But, Mother Gibbs, one can go back; one can go back 

there again…into living. I feel it. I know it. Why just then for a moment I was 

thinking about...about the farm…and for a minute I was there and…‖ (Our 

town, III, p. 57). She feels that life for George will never be the same without 

her love and support. Emily looks directly at Mrs. Gibbs as she believes that the 

living people do not understand the true significant of existence. She swears if 

she came back to life again she ―…won't live over a sad day. I'll choose a happy 
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one. I'll choose the day I first knew that I loved George. Why should that be 

painful?‖ (Our Town, III, p. 58) 

Mrs. Webb continuous their life by making breakfast, Emily sees her 

mother in the kitchen calling Emily and Wally to have their meal. Mrs Webb 

looks so young and beautiful. Emily cannot believe how her mother looks 

young and feels so tortured that she has never noticed that before. Emily looks 

at her family and she becomes sad for she will never see them again, she starts 

crying, because she wishes she had enough time to look at her family. But Mrs. 

Gibbs advices here: 

That's not the only reason why you shouldn't do it, Emily. 

When you've been here longer you'll see that our life here is 

to forget all that and think only of what's ahead and be ready 

for what's ahead. When you've been here longer you'll 

understand. (Our Town, III, p. 59) 

The stage is set dimly to symbolize the death scene of the cemetery. Emily 

returns to her chair besides Mrs. Gibbs. She tells the dead that she should have 

listened to their advice. Mr. Simon expresses his bitterness for the ignorance of 

the living people who waste time in a merciless, self-centred world of ignorance 

and blindness. Mrs. Gibbs and other dead people defend the living, telling 

Simon that he has not told the entire truth that life has been both beautiful and 

painful. George returns to Emily‘s grave and cries heavily. The dead people are 

annoyed. As Emily watches her husband weeping. She realizes the full truth 

about the living ―Emily: They don‘t understand, do they? Mrs. Gibbs: No, dear. 

They don‘t understand.‖ (Our Town, III, p. 90).                                                                       

The stage manager reappears and slowly draws a dark curtain across the stage. 

He reminds the audience of the passage of time and he ends the play by wishing 

the audience a good night‘s sleep. Wider ends the play by giving a glim of hope 
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about life fs just one understands the philosophy of the meaning of life; one can 

have a very happy life.  

Conclusion: 

Thornton Wilder (1897-1975) is one of the most admired American 

dramatists in the twentieth century. His plays are characterized by deep analysis 

of the American familial way of life at that time. He expresses the concept of a 

family organization during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Our Town (1938) 

was one of Wilder important plays that won the Pulitzer Prize. The play 

emphasizes the fact that there are various ways in which happiness can be 

attained. Such a philosophy coils from the fact that Wilder found the American 

community is collapsing, he believes by using theatre he can affect the majority 

by diagnosing the social problems and to fertilize the spirit of optimism, hope, 

and tolerance. 
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